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Yu-Gi-Oh! Legendary Duelists:
Sisters of the Rose

Magic The Gathering:
Heroes of Dominaria Board Game

Legendary Duelists: Sisters of the Rose allows you to
create a devastating strategy built around this Field Spell,
Akiza's signature Black Rose Dragon Synchro Monster,
and as many powerful Plant-Type monsters as you can get
your hands on! The complete set of Legendary Duelists:
Sisters of the Rose contains 56 cards: 29 Commons, 10
Rares, 8 Super Rares, 9 Ultra Rares.

Players take on the role of a powerful Hero as they travel
to the lands of Dominaria. As the player explores the
ancient lands, they will need to build sites, rediscover lost
artifacts, and confront the sinister Cabal in order to gain
the resources needed to save the multiverse before rival
Heroes do. The Premium Edition includes exclusive prepainted miniatures!

Releasing January 10th

Standard Edition
WZK73310
Ages 14+, Players 2-4
90 minutes
RRP £47.99

KON646137
36 units at £1.79

Rabbit
Hatch Heroes
Hatch Heroes

ASH7143
12 units at £2.50

Hatch Heroes... fascinating hatching eggs!
Hatch Heroes offer days of fun and fascination for inquisitive little kids.
These quirky, collectible toy hatching eggs start off with unsuspecting
hard shells… but submerge them in water and that’s when the magic
really starts to happen! Over the course of a few days, the cute little
critter inside the egg will start to grow and grow, until he or she bursts
right out of the shell ready to greet their new owner. We’ve got a
huge selection of hatching eggs including unicorns, rabbits, ducks
and the ever-popular hatching dinosaur eggs, which are consistent
best-sellers.

Safari
Hatch Heroes
ASH7262
12 units at £2.50
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Abra Kazam

Fool!

Gather up to 8 wizards and make room around the table for the Spells
contest! On your turn, grab the magic wand and try to make the
others guess your spell by drawing in the air the magic move of your
card. The first to find the corresponding card on the table becomes
the Wizard! But he will have to play by following the challenge just
revealed on the back of the card: transformed into a frog, an owl, an
octopus? Unless he is pursued by bats? The wizards will have to
undergo a multitude of delirious spells!

FOOL! is a card-shedding and trick-taking card game where the
object is to empty your hand, but also to still score points! You don’t
need to win every trick, but you need to stay in the round. If you play
the lowest card in a trick, you are the FOOL!, and must pass during
the next trick, and therefore you will not be able to get rid of another
card. At the end of a round, negative points are scored for cards still
left in your hand. Positive points are scored if you get rid of all of your
cards, except if you were the FOOL! at the end of the hand, then you
score nothing! Be careful or you will become the... FOOL!

BREABR01 • RRP £19.99
Ages 7+ • Players 3-8 • 15 minutes

SG9904 • RRP £14.99
Ages 8+ • Players 4-8 • 20 minutes

Little Monster

Black Skull Island

Little Monster That Came For Lunch And Stayed For Tea is a light
racing game in which playing your cards right and using the abilities
of your two unique monsters makes for a very tasty difference! Each
game you are assigned two unique little monsters to feed as quickly
as you can as you race against one, two or three opponents. Each
little monster has its own special skill, and you want to combo these
skills and card abilities to create awesome combos.

Seas of peril you’ve crossed, fighting monsters and men, to set foot
on the fabled Black Skull island. There’s just one problem: you’re not
alone. In fact, it seems that everyone and their parrot are already
here! Black Skull Island is a game of pirate intrigue for 2 to 9 treasure
hunting sea wolves, ready to fill their pockets with pure gold!

STR006 • RRP £15.99
Ages 8+ • Players 2-4 • 15-25 minutes

STR007 • RRP £15.99
Ages 8+ • Players 2-9 • 15-25 minutes
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